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Transition Saddle Range

GFS | TRANSITION SADDLE FEATURES
Code:
Sizes:
Colours:
Standard:

S701
17” & 17.5”
Black and Brown
Wide

The GFS Transition GP is an extremely versatile saddle suiting
a wide variety of horses with a standard wither. The saddle
has X-change girthing points for ease of changing with no
stitching. Knee blocks can be customised to suit the riders leg
length with an option of a bigger or smaller block these sit
below the flap with a contoured moulded knee. The centre of
balance spot conveniently locates you in a neutral position for
close contact. The GFS saddle range leather is selected from
the finest double stitched calf skin.

The traditionally designed carbon ﬁbre webbed tree
is ﬂexible which gives comfort to both horse and rider
allowing movement in conjunction with the horse.
Each tree is adjustable and made to precision by using
cutting edge CAD design.

GFS | TRANSITION GP

Moulded knee
blocks for security in
the saddle

Raised padding for an
instantly worn feel

Finest quality
selected leather

GFS | TRANSITION SADDLE FEATURES
Code:
Sizes:
Colours:
Standard:

S703
17” & 17.5”
Black and Brown
Wide

The GFS Transition Jump is a forward cut saddle especially
for jumping suiting a wide variety of horses with a standard
wither. Knee blocks can be customised to suit the riders leg
length with an option of a bigger or smaller block these sit
below the flap with a contoured moulded knee. The centre
of balance spot conveniently locates you in a neutral
position for close contact. The GFS saddle range
leather is hand selected from the finest double
stitched calf skin.

The x-change girthing points
create an easy way for saddle
ﬁtters to change the straps from
one position to another without
having to leave the horse and go
to the workshop to stitch.

GFS | TRANSITION JUMP
Centre of balance spot
Recessed stirrup
channel to reduce
bulking under the leg

Smooth leather on wear guard

GFS | TRANSITION SADDLE FEATURES
Code:
Sizes:
Colours:
Standard:

S702
17” & 17.5”
Black and Brown
Wide

The GFS Transition Cob is especially suited to a wider framed and flatter backed
horse. The panels are flatter than an average saddle to distribute weight and
pressure evenly which also helps with the perfect fit solution. Each tree is adjustable
and made to precision by using cutting edge CAD design. The saddle has Xchange
girthing points for ease of changing girthing points with no stitching. Knee blocks
can be customised to suit the riders leg length with an option of a bigger or smaller
block these sit below the flap with a contoured moulded knee. The centre of
balance spot conveniently locates you in a neutral position for close contact. The
GFS saddle range leather is hand selected from the finest double stitched calf skin.

The GFS Transition range have ﬂatter and
wider panels to distribute weight evenly
on the horses back to prevent pressure
for maximum comfort for the horse. The
panels are ﬂocked with siliconized wool
which allows movement to prevent possible
bunching which could lead to pressure points.

GFS | TRANSITION COB

Choice of two length
knee blocks to customise
room in the seat

Wide channel to fit a
flatter backed horse

GP style seat for security
without restriction

Why the GFS Transition saddles are different
The GFS Transition range is beyond extraordinary, built on a traditionally
shaped carbon ﬁbre webbed tree each saddle is made to precision. With comfort
at the heart of the saddle range all features are designed around the horse and
rider’s best interest. The saddle panels are wider and ﬂatter than an average
saddle to distribute any pressure on the horses back. The webbing on the tree
allows movement for both horse and rider to prevent restriction. Moulded knee
blocks give the rider the best possible security in the saddle, a choice of two sized
knee blocks prevent restriction of the leg for all leg lengths.

Tried and tested
GFS Transition saddles have been tried and tested to aim to improve
performance for both horse and rider. Over months of testing the saddles they
have been sent for alteration on numerous occasions when improvements have
been discovered for the best possible outcome. After months of testing and
amending, the saddles are in their highest form to suit a wide variety of horse
and riders with comfort and performance at the heart.
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